	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
October, 2017.
NEW COLLECTION: FALL 2017
HIGH POINT MARKET
We are proud to introduce our new "Fall Collection 2017" in this High Point Market.
Since the 90's HPMKT has been our International Showcase, so our pieces can be
worldwide appreciated. This is how we have managed to have presence in the best
showrooms in the world, such as Nicholas Haslam in UK, Avax in Greece, Living In
Interiors in Egypt and Qatar, among others.
In this Market we are pleased to present 30 new products with different styles that
can perfectly be mixed to reach the eclecticism that characterizes us as a luxury
brand.
ABOUT ALFONSO MARINA
Was established in the seventies focusing on the Luxury Real Estate sector. A
decade later, the brand consolidated its position with an upscale public, for whom it
became a symbol of good taste and refinement.
In the 1990s, the firm opened an exhibition center in the United States, which
encouraged its link with the International Interior Design Market, who enthusiastically
received the brand´s offer of pieces made with the best traditional techniques in the
world.
Behind the superior pieces are master craftsmen who create beauty with surprising
details that add value. Some items are hand made with hundreds of pieces, in
addition to including dozens of precious materials and the use of techniques that
makes them unique.
Alfonso Marina´s furniture is found in houses and hotels of the utmost prestige in
America, Europe and Asia; Residences in Saint Paul de Vence and China, Penthouses
in New York, spaces in Hotels like Ritz Carlton in Half Moon Bay, Biltmore Four
Seasons in Montecito, Suites in Ventanas al Paraíso, One and Only Palmilla.
Nowadays, the brand exports 85% of its production, which is distributed all around
the world.
“We proudly consider ourselves 21st Century Artisans
preserving the art of wood working."

	
  

DOWNLOAD IMAGES IN THIS LINK:
https://wetransfer.com/downloads/c582828953b991e04052aee177ce773b20171010170334/7d641c
d3fa435fdbd352f2a13947f1c620171010170334/0d9315
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